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Abstract 
Baker Jr, G.A. and P.R. Graves-Morris, Results on sequences of Hermite-Pad6, integral approximants, 
Journal of Computational nd Applied Mathematics 47 (1993) 241-252. 
The convergence of "horizontal" sequences of Hermite-Pad6, integral approximants i  studied by both 
numerical and theoretical methods. For functions with their nearest singularity of the algebraic type at z - 1 
we complement previously proven convergence inside the unit circle by proving divergence outside the unit 
circle of sequences of the [L/M; 1] type where M remains fixed and L ~.  
Keywords: Hermite-Pad6 approximant; integral approximant; differential approximant; Pad6 approximant; 
differential equations. 
1. Introduction and summary 
One of the main motivations for the study of integral approximants and related Hermite-Pad6 
approximants is to provide efficient tools for the analysis of analytical functions which are 
known only by their associated Taylor series. The user of these techniques is often concerned 
with the extraction of the maximum amount of information from the limited number of series 
terms that are available. Consequently some information is desirable with regard to efficiency, 
convergence properties, etc. We know [7] that the diagonal, integral approximants converge in 
capacity, in  regions determined by the structure of the series. An integral approximant is 
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defined in terms of the integral polynomials. These in turn are defined by the linear algebraic 
equations (accuracy through order) 
k d i f (z )  
E Qj,r(Z) dz I Q-l ,r(Z)=O(zS+l)  • (1.1) 
j=0 
In this paper we will not be concerned with the very real problems which occur when there is 
no unique solution to these defining equations. We use the notation Q_ 1 for the polynomial 
which acts as an inhomogeneous term in (1.1). The degree of the polynomials is denoted by the 
vector subscript r = (l, m 0, ml , . . . ,  rnk). Here Q-1 is of degree l, and Qj is of degree mj for 
0 ~<j ~< k. In (1.1), the parameter 
k 
s =l + E (mj + 1). (1.2) 
j=0 
The corresponding integral approximant, denoted by [l/mo; ml;. . .  ; mk], is the solution of the 
differential equation 
k dJy(z) 
E Qj,r(Z) dz j Q_, , , . (z)=0,  (1.3) 
j=0 
subject to the necessary boundary conditions to cause y(z) to match f(z) at the origin. The 
problem for Hermite-Pad6 approximants i similar. Here we have the defining equations for 
the Hermite-Pad~ polynomials: 
k 
E f j (z )a j , r (z )=O(zS+l) ,  (1.4) 
j=- I  
where we have retained the range { -  1,. . . ,  k} for consistency with (1.1). Again, the approxi- 
mants are defined by the solution of 
k 
E rj(z)Qj,r(z)=O, (1.5) 
j=- i  
where the yj(z) are related to the fj(z) in a way that is appropriate to render (1.5) a solvable 
equation. An example would be f _ l (Z)= 1 and fj(z)= IF(z)] j+l for 0 < j  ~<k. The corre- 
sponding yj(z) would be y_ l(z) = 1 and yj(z) = [ Y(z)]J ÷ 1 for 0 ~< j ~< k to yield an approxi- 
mant Y(z) to F(z). This example is called algebraic approximants. For k = 0, both the algebraic 
and the integral approximants reduce to Pad~ approximants. Generally speaking, the algebraic 
properties of the integral polynomials and the Hermite-Pad6 polynomials closely coincide, 
however the same need not be so of the approximants. 
Since, in order to compute a diagonal integral approximant, quite a large number of terms of 
the defining series are required, the question naturally arises, could one get by with some sort 
of horizontal sequence which might require fewer terms to accomplish the same results. By a 
"diagonal" sequence we mean that l ~. m 0 = m 1 -- • • • -- m k ~ % and by a "horizontal" 
sequence we mean that at least one index remains finite while the others tend to infinity. The 
first important question is one of convergence. That is, does the sequence being considered 
converge to the desired function, and over what region of the Riemann surface of the function? 
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Likewise, when we suppose that there is convergence, then the question of the efficiency of the 
approximation arises. Put otherwise, how fast does it converge? In a previous paper [2] we 
showed that the horizontal sequence [L/M; 1], with M fixed as L ~ ~, converged to the 
sought function in the unit circle and in certain lunes on other Riemann sheets with support in 
the unit circle. It is of interest o know if this result is sharp, and in what sense. Also it is of 
interest o know how the rate of convergence compares, using the same number of coefficients, 
to that of other horizontal and diagonal sequences. In the second section we give numerical 
examples using test functions to try to illuminate the answer to this question. From these 
examples, it appears that the sequence [L /3;  1] converges about as well as any of the other 
horizontal sequences, but that the horizontal sequences do not converge as well as the diagonal 
sequences when the same number of coefficients are used. 
In the third section we find that some of the results of the second section are illusory. The 
sequence [L /3 ;  1] appears numerically to converge outside the unit circle. This result turns out 
to be an illusion caused by taking only 20 terms in the defining series. We prove in the third 
section that the sequences [L/M; 1] for the class of series considered must diverge outside the 
unit circle. There remain other important questions, such as the regions of convergence of 
horizontal sequences for which L and M both go to infinity, for which we do not have any 
definite answers as yet. 
2. Numerical results 
As a guide to what sort of results can be expected, we have computed numerically various 
"horizontal" sequences of first-order, integral approximants o the test functions A-K [4]. By a 
"horizontal" sequence [l/m; n] we mean that n is fixed and finite while l or m or both tend to 
infinity. In particular we will choose n = 1, so that we can compare with our previous results [2]. 
As a reminder to the reader of the results of that paper, let us be given a function f(z) which 
satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
(1 - z)f ' (z)  + G(z)f(z) = H(z), (2.1) 
where H(z) and G(z) are analytic in the disk I z[ ~<p for some p > 1, and where -G(1)  is not 
an integer. It was proven that, if L is large enough and the integral polynomials for the 
[L /M-  1; 1] are determined by 
then 
[(1 - z) + a(Z)]f'(z) + g(Z)(z)f(z) -h(L)(z) = O(zL+M+I),  
ot(L) = O( L-M-1),  
M-1 M-1 
g<L)(z)= ~_, g~L)(1--z)i ---> ~_. G i (1 -z )  i, 
iffiO i==O 
g}L)--Gi---O(L-M+i ) 
as L ---> oo, 
[ ,i] h(L)(z) ---> H(z ) -  G(z ) -  Gi(1-z f(z), Izl  < 1, 
i=O 
and 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Table 1 
Test functions A - K 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
(1 - z )  -1"5 +e -z  
1 x l  5 (1 -  z)-15(1+~z) • +e -~ 
(1 -  z ) -15(1 -  1 _Xl.5 ~z1 +e -z 
I _2 '~-  1 25 (1 -z ) - l5+( l+~z)  " +(1+1-~2z-z21-2~-1"25) 
1 _x l .5  1 _2x -  1.25 1 _2x - -  1 25 (1 -z ) - l "S ( l+Tz j  +( l+xz  ) +( l+~-~2z-xz  ) " 
(1 -  z)-1"5(1 - I_~1.5 1_2x-125 1_2x-125 ~z) +( l+~z ) • +( l+x~2z-~z  ) " 
1.25 
(2 (X -z ) (2 -Z)  6)  
1.25 
(1-z)-1"5(1+½ z)1"5+ (2_  z)7_ z7 
1.25 
2(1- z)(2- z) 6 ~ 
(1 -  z ) -  1"5(1 - ½z)1"5 + ~-2~- z--~-_- z7 t 
(1 -  z) -1"5 +(1+ -~z]4 _x- 125. 
(1 - z ) -  1.5 + (1 + ~z) -  1.25 + e-Z  
as L ~ oo where the G i are  the Taylor series expansion coefficients of G(z) about z = 1. In 
addition, it was proven that 
lim [L/M; 1] =f (z ) ,  
t--* oo 
uniformly on compact subsets of 
the region of convergence can 
(2.7) 
I zl < 1. It is of interest o know if this result is sharp, or if 
be extended outside the unit circle, for this "horizontal" 
sequence, or possible for some other "horizontal" type sequence. 
A further theorem which is relevant o our analysis was given in [3]. It is, simplified to our 
present case, that if G(z) of (2.1) is a polynomial of degree m0, then, as L ~ ~, the [L/mo; 1] 
converge to f(z) uniformly on compact subsets of I zl < p \ 1.0. Barring unusual cancellations, 
we expect he same results to hold for the [L/m; 1] for m >/m 0. 
In Table 1 we repeat for the convenience of the reader the definitions of the test functions. 
In order to analyze the behavior of the numerical results for the integral approximants o these 
test functions, it is useful to display the coefficient G(z) of (2.1) for each of the functions. We 
do so in Table 2, as well as the value of p, the smaller of the radii of convergence of the 
Maclaurin series of G(z) and H(z). 
By the examination of Table 2, we see that a horizontal sequence of integral approximants o
the test functions A, D, G, J and K can be expected to converge in the disk I z I < p except for 
the point 1.0 by the theorem of [3] quoted above. For the other test functions, we have only 
proven convergence in I zl < 1. Note is made that we could further expect for the other test 
functions that the [L /0 ;  2] will converge in I z I < p by the just quoted theorem. Our point here 
is to investigate the behavior when convergence has not been established. 
In all test cases above, we expect that the location and exponent will be found by the 
[L/m; 1] approximants as L ~ ~. In order to begin our comparison of the effectiveness of
various sequences, we have tabulated in Table 3 the number of decimal places of agreement 
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Table 2 
Differential equation coefficients for test functions A -K  
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p G(z) 
A oo - 1.5 
B 2 -4.5/ / (2+ z) 
C 2 - 1 .5/ (2-  z) 
D 1.75 - 1.5 
E 1.75 - 4.5/(2 + z) 
F 1.75 - 1 .5/ (2-  z) 
G 1.109916... - 1.5 
H 1.109916... - 4.5/(2 + z) 
I 1.109916... - 1 .5 / (2-  z) 
J 1.25 - 1.5 
K 1.25 - 1.5 
Table 3 
Comparison of sequences - -  singularity location 
N Diagonal [n/3; 1] In~ 1+1-n'3 ,1] [n/n; 1] [1/n; 1] [3/n; 1] 
A 10 3.6 2.8 2.5 2.8 2.3 2.8 
20 10.1 8.3 7.8 7.9 7.0 6.0 
B 10 3.9 2.7 2.9 2.7 2.3 2.7 
20 8.9 5.4 4.8 5.7 5.7 5.8 
C 10 4.1 3.2 1.9 3.2 2.2 3.2 
7.9 5.2 5.3 5.4 4.9 4.2 
D 10 2.1 1.1 1.6 1.1 0.4 1.1 
20 5.3 2.7 2.9 2.2 0.5 2.2 
E 10 2.7 1.1 -0.6 1.1 1.0 1.1 
4.8 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.6 2.0 
F 10 1.8 1.5 0.1 1.5 0.8 1.5 
20 5.5 2.1 2.4 2.6 3.1 2.0 
G 10 1.8 2.5 2.4 2.5 1.5 2.5 
20 4.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 2.6 2.7 
H 10 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.7 2.5 
20 3.4 1.3 1.6 3.1 2.6 2.6 
I 10 3.3 1.1 1.7 1.1 1.3 1.1 
20 3.3 1.6 1.6 1.2 1.2 3.2 
J 10 3.7 0.6 -0.7 0.6 0.4 0.6 
20 8.7 1.9 0.6 0.3 0.2 1.3 
K 10 3.4 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.5 -0.1 
20 6.9 1.9 0.6 0.4 2.0 0.7 
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with the exact value of the location of the singularity obtained by the use of N terms in the 
series expansion. In Table 4, we tabulate the same information for the exponent of the 
singularity y=-G(1) .  By the number of decimal places we mean • =- log l0 ( I  p -  
Pexact I / I Pexact I)- Note is taken that • can be negative if, for example, p is ten times/9exact, hen 
the first digit is wrong, leading to a negative number of decimal places of agreement. The data 
for the "diagonal" case, [L/M; N], where L, M and N go to infinity together, is taken from 
[51. 
On reviewing the information in Tables 3 and 4, it appears that the near-diagonal sequences 
are the best estimators of the critical properties. The other sequences were chosen to make 
approximately a fan in the L-M approximant able. Among these other, nondiagonal sequences 
there does not appear to be much to choose from as far as effectiveness is concerned. As 
remarked above, convergence has been proven for the [L/3;  1] sequence, but the convergence 
is only like a power of L, rather than geometric. The behavior of the other nondiagonal 
sequences (for which we have, as yet, no rigorous results) appears to be similar. It is worth 
remarking that the approximants, as expected, work much more efficiently for test series A, 
where /9 = oo, than they do when p is finite. The diagonal sequences have been proven to 
Table 4 
Comparison of sequences - -  singularity exponent 
N Diagonal [n /3;  1] [n/l+½n; 1] [n/n; 1] [½n/n; 1] [3/n; 1] 
A 10 2.8 1.7 1.5 1.7 1.2 1.7 
20 8.4 6.6 6.2 6.2 5.3 4.3 
B 10 3.1 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.2 1.6 
20 7.5 3.8 3.2 4.1 4.0 4.2 
C 10 2.4 1.9 0.8 1.9 1.0 1.9 
20 6.2 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.3 2.7 
D 10 1.7 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -1.4 -0.1 
20 3.6 1.4 1.6 0.6 -2.5 0.6 
E 10 2.3 0.0 -3.4 0.0 -0.1 0.0 
20 3.3 2.0 2.0 1.4 1.2 0.4 
F 10 1.3 0.3 -1.5 0.3 -0.5 0.3 
20 3.4 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.4 0.6 
G 10 0.9 0.6 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.6 
20 3.9 0.5 0.5 0.2 1.8 1.0 
H 10 1.9 1.6 1.1 1.6 0.8 1.6 
20 2.6 1.3 0.5 1.8 1.0 1.0 
I 10 1.2 0.3 1.6 0.3 0.2 0.3 
20 2.1 0.5 0.5 -0.5 -0.5 2.9 
J 10 3.0 -0 .8  -3.1 -0.8 -1.4 -0.8 
20 7.4 0.6 -2.0 -2.6 -3.6 -0.3 
K 10 1.7 -2 .3  -1.9 -2.3 -4.2 -2.3 
20 5.5 0.6 -2.0 -3.0 0.6 -1.5 
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Table 5 
Comparison of sequences u approximant value; values taken at z = - 1.5 (A - H)  and at z --- - 1.1 (J, K)  
247 
N [n/3;  11 [n/l+½n; 11 In~n; 1] [½n/n; 1] [3/n; 1] 
A 10 3.9 3.6 3.9 3.2 3.9 
20 11.9 9.9 11.7 9.7 7.7 
B 10 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.1 3.6 
20 6.6 6.2 6.9 6.6 6.6 
C 10 5.0 3.6 5.0 3.5 5.0 
20 7.5 7.4 8.7 7.2 5.4 
D 10 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.7 
20 1.5 1.4 -9 .2  0.9 a 2.2 
E 10 0.6 -31 .3  0.6 0.9 0.6 
20 1.5 1.4 2.2 -5 .1  -72.1  
F 10 0.7 0.6 0.7 -0 .8  0.7 
20 1.6 1.4 2.1 2.1 2.6 
G 10 2.7 5.0 2.7 2.5 2.7 
20 5.2 5.0 4.9 ~ -93 .1  1.5 
H 10 3.3 3.5 3.3 2.4 3.3 
20 5.8 4.7 4.4 ~ -6 .7  -17 .9  
! 10 2.7 4.9 2.7 2.3 2.7 
20 4.9 5.1 5.5 a 3.6 a 3.1 
J 10 0.9 -11.1  0.9 0.7 0.9 
20 2.2 2.2 1.6 a 2.1 ~ 2.4 
K 10 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.3 
20 2.3 2.3 1.9 a 2.4 3.1 
a Integration routine failure, previotrs value used. 
converge in capacity [7], but not pointwise, as has been done for the [L/M; 1] sequences, M 
fixed, L ---, oo. 
The analysis of Table 5 is somewhat more complex. By the theorem of [3] mentioned above, 
we know there is convergence for series A, D, J and K at regular points in the disk J z l < p 
and so at the sample of our points. For test case G, the same convergence holds, but our 
sample point was chosen outside that disk, though far from any singularity of the test function. 
In the other cases (B, C, E, F, H and I), the convergence proven is that of [2] and holds or/ly 
for I z l<  1. Thus the sample points for all these cases lie outside the region of proven 
convergence. From a casual glance it would appear that these cases (and G as well) are 
converging as well. In some of them, the convergence seems to be quite good. Note is taken 
that for some approximants the approximant values diverge to very large values, as reported 
here for test series D, E, G, H and J. There are also instances, presumably where the 
divergence is too strong for our integration routine (an adaptive step size Runge-Kutta method 
[6]), and it fails within the allowed minimum step size or the allowed maximum number of 
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Table 6 
Approximant values, test series C 
n [n /3 ;  1] [n/n; 1] 
1 3.1 
2 4.2 
3 5.0 
4 5.2 
5 5.7 
6 5.7 
7 5.6 
8 6.3 
9 6.9 
10 8.3 
11 7.7 
12 7.9 
13 7.5 
2.2 
4.0 
5.0 
5.4 
5.6 
7.3 
7.8 
8.7 
integration steps. These erratics (large values or integration routine failures) tend to be isolated 
in the sequences computed, except one cannot be sure they are isolated when the last one or 
two entries in a sequence suffer in this way. 
A more careful examination of the data raises a cautionary note. In Table 6, we report the 
number of decimal places of agreement with the exact answer in more detail for test series C. 
The pattern of the increase in accuracy for the [n/3; 1] is not of the form of a uniform growth 
of accuracy which is to be expected inside a region of convergence. In fact the accuracy peaks 
at the [10/3; 1] approximant and declines subsequently. In contrast, the pattern of increase in 
accuracy, although a bit irregular, for the [n/n; 1] approximants is, relatively speaking, fairly 
steady. The results of the next section highlight the difficulties of sorting out the integral 
approximant convergence problems from numerical studies of the type that have served well for 
the Pad6 approximant case. 
We have also looked to the convergence of the polynomials g(L). In the case of the [n/3; 1] 
sequence, the coefficients follow the results quoted at (2.3)-(2.5) above. That is, the low-order 
coefficients in the expansion in 1 - z  converge fairly quickly, and the higher orders converge 
Table 7 
Coefficients of  the g(Z.) about z = 1, test series C, sequence [n /n ;  1] 
[1/1; II [2/2; 11 [3/3; 11 [4/4;  11 [5/5; 1] [6/6; 11 [7/7; 11 [8/8; 1] 
- 1.755 748 - 1.982926 1.525 694 - 1.505 596 - 1.500145 - 1.499 386 - 1.451 187 - 1.500001 
-1 .473028 -2 .682999 -0 .252324 -0 .093293 -0 .005455 0.019562 -0 .138642 -0 .000054 
- 0.327 577 0.421910 0.408 634 0.073 721 - 0.226 986 0.132 328 0.001434 
0.050 524 0.047 687 - 0.093 989 0.211376 - 0.040 840 - 0.005 972 
0.001292 - 0.020 918 0.125 310 - 0.003 876 0.005 702 
- 0.001373 0.020 859 0.001793 - 0.000 068 
0.001209 0.000 387 - 0.000 301 
0.000 025 - 0.000 042 
- 0.000 002 
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more slowly and to the expected results. In the case of the [n/n; 1] sequence, we see no 
particular pattern for the expansion about the origin for these coefficients. For the expansion 
about z = 1 there is a pattern of sorts. First the lowest-order term apparently converges, 
leading to a convergence in the prediction of the properties at the singular point z = 1. Beyond 
that the magnitude of the coefficients drops off fairly rapidly. This behavior permits a wider 
circle of convergence (?!) than the straight expansion of G(z)  would do. For test series C the 
expansion coefficients of G(z) about z = 1 are, for reference, all equal to -1.5. We report in 
Table 7 the values of the polynomial coefficients for this test series. 
3. Divergence theorem 
The principal results of this section are to prove that for a certain class of functions the 
convergence theorem of [2] is sharp. Specifically the theorem is for the horizontal sequence 
[L /M;  1] of integral approximants with M fixed as L tends to infinity. The method is to prove 
divergence outside their proven radius of convergence. 
In order to accomplish this result, we first need to use the Hermite form of the Lagrange 
interpolation formula. Consider the polynomial 
1 r tn+a-z  "+1 U(t) 
qJ(z) = 27rr i Jr/ t z f i~i  dt = - -  1 fr~oZJt_ l_ JU(t)  d t 2~i j= 
n U(J)(O) 
= • z j, (3.1) 
j=o J! 
by Cauchy's theorem, where F is any contour which encloses the origin. This form clearly 
generates the series expansion about the origin of U(z) through order z n. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that we are given a Maclaurin expansion to a function f ( z )  which satisfies 
(2.1) for H(z )  and G(z) analytic in a disk I z [~<p for some p > 1. Further assume that -G(1)  
is not an integer nor is G( z ) a polynomial. Then it follows that 
lim I f ( z ) - [L -  l /M-  1; 111 =0% (3.2) 
Z---~ oo 
for any given z in 1 < I z I < P, and for any fixed M >10. 
Proof. The case M = 0 is equivalent to forming the [L - 1/1] Pad6 approximant to f'(z). It 
follows from Wilson's theorem [1] on the convergence for nonpolar singularities that the Pad6 
numerator tends to the power series about the origin for (1 - z ) f ' ( z )  and so diverges outside 
the unit circle. We will next treat the case M >/1. If we now apply (3.1) to (2.2), we obtain 
h(L)(z) = 
1 t L+M+I ~ Z L+M+I 
2~rir(z) fr tL+M+I(t-z) {[(1 - t )  + a(L)] f ' ( t )  + g(L)(t) f ( t)}~(t)  dt, 
(3.3) 
where ~'(z) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree < M + 1. By the use of  Cauchy's theorem on 
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the first term of the integrand in (3.3), we can recast (3.3) into an error formula as 
[(1 - z) + a(L)]f'(z) + g(L)(z)f(z) --h(L)(z) 
zL+M+I f {[(1--t) +a(L)]f'(t) +g'L)(t)f(t)} ~'(t) dt 
(3.4) 
2-rri'r(z) Jr tL+M+l(t--z) 
Let us now select the contour F to be the circle I z t =p  except for a small section near z =p 
plus connecting line segments above and below 1 ~< z ~< p plus a small left semi-circle about 
z = 1 to close the contour. By means of the convergence described in Section 2 for g(L)(z) and 
a (L) and the boundedness of f(z) and f ' (z)  as defined by (2.1) away from z = 1, we can bound 
the part of the integral of (3.4) on the circular portion of F by 
[zIL+M+IKlp suPltl=ol'r(t)l 
< (3.5) zL--p~ (p -  [zl)p L+M+I IT(z)l ' 
which tends geometrically to zero for I zl < p. Let us introduce the notation 
g}L) Gi  ~_ r i -M  Ol (L) = &L -M-  1 
~_ g i J _ ,  , 
with a (L), the g's, and the G's as given in Section 2. The next step is to consider the remaining 
portion of the contour F, i.e., the part that wraps the real line 1 < z ~ p. Next we can eliminate 
the (1  - t)f'(t) term from the integrand by use of (2.1). Since the form of the solution f(z) of 
(2.1) is 
- -y  
f(z) =A(z) (1  - z )  + B(z), (3.6) 
with A(z) and B(z) both regular in I zl  ~< p, the contribution from B(z) necessarily vanishes 
on the remaining portion of F. The exponent y = -G(1) .  In addition, as H(z) is also regular 
in I z I ~< p, the contribution from that term vanishes as well. If we now shrink the remainder of 
the contour on to the real axis and let t = 1 + v, we obtain 
sin('rry)zL+m+lL -m ~'(1 + v) dt 
fo ~r~(z) (1 +v)L+M+I(1--Z +V) 
1=0 LJ=O 
(3.7) 
In order that the integrand be bounded, we choose the polynomial ~-(z) = (1 - z) ~÷a, where 
is defined as the least integer which is greater than or equal to y. It is for this reason that we 
will subsequently require that M >/y. If instead, M < y, then the integral in (3.7) diverges and 
the v - r -a  term diverges the most strongly. That result is sufficient o conclude the divergence 
outside the unit circle in the same manner as we argue below at (3.13), (3.14). Next we notice 
that the structure of the integrand of (3.7) is such that it has terms which are functions of 
V= Lv, and those which are only functions of v. Convergence provided by the term (1 + v) L 
allows us to replace the upper limit of integration by ~. By standard arguments we may first 
ignore (to leading order in the L ~ ~ limit) the variation in v of those terms which depend on 
v in contrast to those which depend on V. Thus, to leading order in L as L ~ ~, we get, 
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provided z is not close to 1 ~< z < p, 
sin(Tr,y)zL+M+lL -M 0o dv 
~(1- -Z)  ~-1 JO ( l+v)  L+M+I 
M-1 
X L- ldl(Tv;z-M +v;/- '+IA ') + E g,j(Lv) jAvq-~'+l 
j=O 
I ] / + Gf  - G(1  + v) ALMv . 
L/=0 
To simplify subsequent presentation, we introduce the notation 
A(1 + v) a (1  + v) - Ojv j = a;tv ;t a~v" = e,,v" 
j=O = ~ v= 
If we now use the/3 function integral 
x m-a dx r (m)r (n )  r (m)  
f0 (1 + x) m*n = r (m + n) × n -------~- 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
, for n >>m, (3.10) 
then we can evaluate the integrals to obtain 
sin(.rr.y)zL+M+IL-M ~ { 
E L- lS( 'YF( 'Y- 'Y + 1 + v)L~'-q-l-"a,, 
"n'(1 - z )  "~+2 v=0 
+F(3~-Y  + 2 + v )L ' -~-2 -~(v  + 1)av. 1 
M-1 
+ E d ja~F(~, -y  + 2 + v)L  v -9 -2 -~ 
j=o 
-F~F(~, -Y  + 2 + v)L ~-~-2-~ (3.11) 
We can compress (3.11) as 
sin( ary)z L +M+ I
rr(1 _ z )~+20(L? -~-M-2) ,  (3.12) 
provided the leading order v - 0 does not cancel exactly. If we now compare the magnitude of 
(3.12) with that of (3.5), we see that in the limit of large L, for I z I < p, we may neglect (3.5) in 
comparison to (3.12). This comparison, of course, assumes that the leading order v = 0 does not 
cancel exactly. Note that there are additional, higher-order terms in L -1 beyond those 
displayed in (3.11) arising from the v dependence of (3.7). Their occurrence will not however 
change the following discussion. Now as each order in L-1 is a fixed, definite function of M 
and the coefficients in (2.1), it is either zero or a definite nonzero number independent of L. 
They may not all vanish, as that would imply that f ( z )  is a solution of an ordinary differential 
equation of the form of (2.1) with G(z) a polynomial, contrary to hypothesis. Thus there must 
exist a leading power in L-1, whose exponent differs from that of (3.12) by a number which is a 
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function of M at most of order O(1) (with respect o L). Hence, for any [zl > 1 the right-hand 
side of (3.4) diverges to infinity as L ~ oo. If we subtract the differential equation for the 
[L - 1 /M-  1; 1] approximant 
[(1 - z) + a (L)] y'(z) + g(L)(z)y(z) - h(L)(z) = 0 (3.13) 
from (3.4), we obtain the differential equation for the error in the approximant, d(z) =f(z )  - 
y(z), 
[(1 - z) + a(I)]d'(z) + g(L)(z)d(z) 
z/~+M+I / .  { [ (1 - - t )+a '~) ] f ' ( t )+g(L ' ( t ) f ( t )}7( t )d t  
(3.14) 
2rriz(z) Jr tL+M+I(t--Z) ' 
and so by the above results, the error diverges to ~ for any I z[ > 1, as was to be shown. [] 
We have not proven any results about the other sequences discussed in Section 2. However, 
we do remark that when the degree of the coefficient of f(z) stays finite, then necessarily the 
series for h(l-)(z) in (2.2) must diverge outside the unit circle for the class of functions under 
discussion. We have proven this result above in considerable detail, but it was quite intuitive 
even before the proof. When both L and N go to infinity together with M fixed at unity in our 
current case, then existence of sequences of the form [L/N; M] which converge in the compact 
subsets of{[ z[ < p \  1} is also quite clear. For example, the sequence where g(L)(z) is the first 
M terms of the Maclaurin expansion of G(z) and h(L)(z) is the first L terms of the Maclaurin 
expansion of H(z) will satisfy the above requirements. It is reasonable to hope that the 
corresponding integral approximants will converge as well in at least the same region. Further- 
more if we rewrite (2.2) as 
( t ( 1 t [ ( l - z )  +a  (L)] f'(z)f(z) +g(L)(z)-h(Z')(z)  f~  1), (3.15) 
there would seem to be little intuitively to choose between sequences with L > N and those 
with N > L. Consequently one would suppose that the best of the M fixed sequences for this 
class of functions would be the L = N sequences. This idea is not contradicted by the evidence 
tabulated in Section 2. 
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